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I've actually done this multiple times, the only difference this time was i was
using the diagbox itself but the button. Apr 15, 2011 Hi, i'm using the

diagbox 5.29 and i'm tring to use the phone and set the remote key with th
fw of 4.2.1. but it's doesn't work and my phone always stay on the mailbox

home screen. any other ideas?? Jun 17, 2012 I have v5.29. It also works
with an ipad. Jun 20, 2012 Is there no update available for diagbox v5.29?
regards, bm  Verified account @ Apr 24, 2012 6:25 AM Hi, i'm using the
diagbox 5.29 and i'm tring to use the phone and set the remote key with th
fw of 4.2.1. but it's doesn't work and my phone always stay on the mailbox

home screen. any other ideas?? Jun 17, 2012 I have v5.29. It also works
with an ipad. You can't manually register interface. You need to do that
from v5.29. Diagbox v5.29 software for Diagbox v6.01 Diagbox v5.29

software for Diagbox v6.01 Diagbox v5.29 software for Diagbox v6.01 Apr
21, 2013 How to set the contacts with the new version of diagbox? It should
be possible in the new version. Apr 21, 2013 please try this version Diagbox

v5.29 -wooo Diagbox v5.29 -wooo Diagbox v5.29 -wooo Jun 22, 2013
thanks but i set up with v5.29 before. how can i upgrade it. if it cannot send
serial number from my car to diagbox, should i contact the manufacturer?
Jun 22, 2013 hi! I have tried these updaters and none of them worked. I

have tried diagnosing exactly as i have done in the video (although the menu
didn't have the option for that on 5.29) but still wont work. i have also tried
the advanced mode and it still says can't communicate. If anyone has any

other suggestions i would love to hear them.
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